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Like their close cousin the graphic tee, illustrated T-shirts have really taken off in 
recent years; from intricate fine line drawings to bold prints, some of the most 
sold designs have been the work of illustrators.

In this tutorial, we will take you through the process of creating your very own illustration style t-shirt designs. 
And, how to prepare your images for printing your images with digital heat transfers.

STYLE AND FUNCTION
With closer links to fine art, illustrated tees tend to have a less explicit meaning than their graphic 
counterparts. They do crop up as music merch and other forms of promo, but more often they’re an 
adaptation of an existing print, a way of sharing a much-loved work on a new medium.

COST EFFECTIVE
Different printing systems offer various options and solutions which effect the costs of producing illustration 
style t-shirt designs. When it comes to production, illustration style T-shirts can be more costly to print than 
graphic T-shirts. This is because their images are often more elaborate. They trend to use finer detailing and 
more colours than a graphic design, but this is not always the case by any means.

Printing illustrated designs with digital heat transfers is a cost-effective solution. Digital heat transfers and 
especially the No-Cut solutions, are one of the best solutions for printing illustration style t-shirt designs. This 
is becasue, No-Cut transfers can handle the finest of details, which we see throughout the best illustration 
style t-shirt designs.
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STEP 1: START SKETCHING 
The first thing we need to do is get out our pencil and paper. 
Then start sketching out our design. If you are having trouble 
coming up with some ideas, you can find inspiration online.

Illustration Inspiration:
• Pinterest
• Illustration Grid
• We And The Color

STEP 2: SCAN, IMPORT & VECTORIZE 
Once you have sketched out your illustration and made sure that it does not include any areas which are 
larger than 3 fingers. Then we are good to move on to the next step. Converting our pencil lines into vector 
lines.

These days, there are many different ways of getting your sketching into your computer. You probably already 
have your favourite option in mind.

Here are a few ways of getting your paper sketches into your computer:
• Scan your image
• Take a Photo with your phone
• Take a photo with your camera

Once you have your image on your computer, then we need to open it up in our vector based program or 
app. For this tutorial, we went with Adobe Illustrator.

File Setup
We created a new document with the paper size set to A3. This is the size we want to print out our image. 
Next, we imported our image and scaled it to fit the artboard. If you are not familiar with illustrators vector 
drawing tools, then here they are.

We went with the pen tool. We find the Pen Tool gives us the best options for redrawing our illustrations and 
sketches.
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Redrawing Tips
A great tip, when redrawing your sketches is to drop the opacity of your scanned sketch down. Somewhere 
in the region or 50% or lower. We just want to be able to see our sketch without it preventing us drawing our 
vector lines.

Once you’ve dropped down the opacity, we should lock our sketch layer, so it doesn’t get in the way.

STEP 3: ADD COLOR 
Now that our image has been redrawn, we can start adding colour to our illustration. Again, we used the Pen 
Tool to add the colour layers.

Before you start creating the colour sections, it would be best to create a new layer and move it below the 
outline of our illustartion. At the same time, we can turn our scanned illustration layer off, as we no longer 
need this layer.

STEP 3: PRINT FROM TRANSFER RIP 
Now that our illustration t-shirt design is complete, we can go ahead and print it. The best way to do this is by 
processing our image through the TransferRIP software.

In this tutorial, we created a very colourful image, with dark or black areas in the image. We do not need 
to print these areas if we print on a black or dark coloured t-shirt garment. Our image uses lots of small 
elements. In fact, in illustration does not have any block of colour which is larger than three fingers.

Learn more about the TransferRIP Image Rasterization options.
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CONCLUSION 
For more information on the different ways you can create t-shirt designs for white toner printers, please take 
a look at our other tutorials. Our tutorials are primarily focused on how to make your life easier, so you can 
create designs for heat transfer papers and the OKI white toner laser printers. 
 
Or sign up for the No-Cut Transfer Solutions Newsletter and we will send tutorials, tips & tricks and 
inspiration straight to your inbox. 
 
Email Me More Tutorials Like This
 
You can learn more about our products over at our products page. We have a large range of products, which 
help you create and customise almost any garment or surface. Our goal is to help your business grow.

CHECK OUT OUR OTHER TUTORIALS:
• Create Customized Font T-Shirt Designs
• Create Custom Split Font T-Shirt Designs
• How to Create Photo Collage T-Shirts
• How to Create T-Shirt Designs with Adobe Spark
• Create T-Shirt Designs with your iPhone Camera

STEP 4: PRESS TO GARMENT
Once your design has been printed out, you can then press your t-shirt transfer to your garment.
Take a look at our many other tutorials to learn how to press to t-shirts.
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